Bonded for Best Efficiency and Durability

KOKILA ELECTRICALS
ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company
COMPANY PROFILE:
Kokila Electricals AN ISO 9001-2015 Certified Company. We are one of the fastest growing Companies of Gujarat who designs manufacture a complete range of "Quality Transformers as per BIS 1180 Specification".

Started in the year 1991 with a small repairing unit now have become a big name in the field of Transformers/Power Transformers. Our unit was started in the Industrial City VIJAPUR of GUJARAT State. We have remarkable Strength to achieve desirable quality for the supply & manufacture of Power & Distribution transformers of various Class, with latest plant, Machinery and testing facilities.

SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES:
Transformer manufactured by Kokila Electricals Confirm the BIS / Indian Standard Specification. Special types of Transformers have been developed and been supplied to public sector and Industrial Customers. Voltage Conversion, Change in Vector group, LST Transformers, Conversion of OFF LOAD Tapping to ON LOAD Tap Changer with RTTC, AVR etc. are our appreciated work.
**DESIGN:**
Our designs are carefully prepared to meet stringent requirements of the prevailing standards and specific requirements of the prevailing standards and specific requirements of the Customers. So that Kokila Electricals can ensure long and trouble-free Service of transformers.

**CORE:**
Transformers are manufactured from imported cold rolled grain oriented Best Grande Lamination duly mitred & annealed with low flux density to have low ENERGY BILLS.

**WINDINGS:**
The windings are designed to optimize thermal, mechanical & electrical stresses depending upon the current & voltage requirements. They can be of Spiral types, Cross over type, Helical type and Continuous disc type.

**INSULATION & OIL:**
All Insulating systems are carefully selected by Kokila Electricals with due consideration given to electrical, mechanical and thermal properties of insulation. The oil used as coolant and insulating medium is tested for dielectric strength before topping up.

**TESTING:**
Our Testing Lab is complete with the necessary equipments and high accuracy, precision instruments and testing facilities to conduct all the Routine and Temperature Rise Type Tests as per the relevant standards for Power Transformers.

**AFTER SALES SERVICE:**
We have a team of experienced engineers to attend any problems that may be encountered during Service or advice on Special requirements of Customers. Within or out of guarantee Stand by replacement within no time is assured so that, you can run your Industry without loss of production and time.

**REPAIR SERVICE:**
Repair a SEED of Manufacture was our initial stage and we have repaired, Serviced, and reconditioned various transformers of other makes. We have repaired and are repairing Transformers for Electricity Boards, other public sectors and private Industrial Customers in various voltage ranges and of high capacities.

**FITTINGS:**
All Standards fittings as per the relevant standards will be provided as per the requirements of the customers. Optional fittings will also be provided as per desired.
OUR PRODUCTS

- BIS Certified Transformers.
- Solar Transformers.
- Furnace Transformers.
- LST Transformers
- Cast Resin Transformers.
- Earthing Transformer.
- Auto Transformer.
- Power Transformers 66KV Class with On Load Tap Changer.
- Series & Shunt Reactor.
- Converter Duty Transformers for HVDC System.
- High Voltage Transformers.
- Special Purpose Transformers According to Customers Specifications.

SOME OF OUR VALUABLE CUSTOMERS

- Suzlon
- Nirma
- Iscon Infra.
- Apollo
- Gail
- Italus vitrified LLP
- Vadilal
- Torrent power
- GETCO
- UGVCL
- L&T

- GSECL
- Australian premium solar
- Akshar alloys
- Inox air products
- Bruken life care
- Heavy metals & Tubes limited
- Bliss resort and country club
- Able oil and agro PVT LTD
- Vasani polymers
- Shanku water park
- Kotecha Sanskruti Hotel Group
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